
Format 

We will play 3 rounds of Swiss, meaning the first round is randomly paired and in

subsequent rounds, players will be paired against players on the same win/loss

record. 

The event will follow the Unlimited format and rosters must be uploaded to the event

before midnight of the preceding Thursday on Longshanks. The Banned and Restricted

lists should be carefully consulted before submitting your roster.

The event will be rated on Longshanks, meaning your results will contribute to your

standings.

The event will follow all the rules from the crisis protocol rulebook:

Link to view/download the rulebook here

Painting

This event features a Best Looking Roster award. During the first round, you may be

approached by a TO and offered a Best Roster nomination. If you want to accept, place

your Miniatures in the designated place between rounds 1 & 2. All players are

encouraged to cast a single vote for the nominated force they think looks the best,

taking into account overall effect, painting skill, and creativity. There is a justplay

gift voucher for the winner of the Best Army award.

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5ce432b1f9d2be000134d8ae/t/619bbea263023b69fd1a1016/1637596841298/CP01_CrisisProtocol_Rule_Book_112221.pdf


Painting Minimum Standards

Even if you don't wish to enter your miniatures for the Best Painted award, all

miniatures on your roster must be painted to a standard whereby the model is

obviously finished, including its base. Any models not meeting this criteria may not be

used in games.

Prizes

The winner of the event will receive a custom trophy.

The winner of the Best Painted award will receive £10 in Justplay Vouchers

Additional Crisis Protocol prizes will be up for grabs subject to availability - watch

this space!

Schedule - owing to store opening hours we will run as tight a schedule as possible.

AM 

10.30 - Doors open, registration.

10.45 - Round 1 begins

PM

12.30 - Round 1 ends.

12.35 - Round 2 begins

14.50 - Round 2 ends, break.

During the break players will vote for the Best Painted award!

15.15 - Round 3 begins

17.30 - Round 3 ends

17.35 - Round 4 begins

19.50 - Tournament ends, winners announced and prizes given.

20.00 - Store closes.



Pairing 

This event uses a Swiss pairing system. In the first round, players are paired at

random. In subsequent rounds, players are placed into brackets with the players with

the same number of Swiss points as each other (win = 3, draw = 1) and paired within

that bracket with the player who has the nearest number of game points. 

In rare cases where there are odd numbers of players with the same Swiss record, a

player may be paired up or down a bracket.

End of Round

The round timer will be on display along with regular timing updates from the TO.

Players should endeavour to play an equal number of turns in the allotted time where

possible. When time on the round is called, you will have five minutes to submit your

result to the TO. 

If you have not played an even number of turns when time is called, or cannot agree on

the final score, please call a TO immediately who will assist you in reaching a final

score, and make a decision if necessary. That decision is unlikely to take unplayed

turns into account unless a very obvious outcome can be seen.

Scoring & Winning

To calculate final standings, wins are the first metric, followed by margin of victory,

followed by strength of schedule, followed by total victory points.



Conduct

We expect all players to demonstrate sporting conduct throughout the event. 

In terms of games, this means knowing and abiding by the rules of the game, ensuring

both players are aware of the state of the game and ensuring your opponent

maintains the same standards. 

Stalling, rolling dice unfairly, consistently misplaying or misrepresenting rules and

other forms of unsporting conduct will be acted upon by the TO. This extends to good

personal conduct. Players should act appropriately and do nothing to make any other

person feel less than perfectly safe and welcome. 

Any player who feels unsporting conduct is taking place should speak to the TO. If you

feel the issue may affect the outcome of a game in progress, you must alert the TO

during the game. Unsporting conduct may result in deduction of tournament points, and

serious or repeated offences may result in automatic game losses or disqualification.


